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�More than 80% of the universe’s matter is unknown
⇒Dark matter
�Dark matter search experiment by interferometer
�DANCE searches for axion-like particle (ALP) dark matter

Laser Interferometry
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Axion-like particles (ALPs)
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�Undiscovered particles predicted from string theory 
(originally predicted from QCD as QCD axion)

�One of the dark matter candidates

� Slightly interact with photon

DANCE aims to detect this interaction with laser 
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Previous researches
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Axion-photon interaction causes phase velocity difference
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Axion-photon interaction

Rotational oscillation of linearly polarized light

Axion-photon 
coupling constant Axion field

Axion massLeft-/Right-handed 
polarization
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� Rotational amplitude becomes large as light path increases 
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Need to enhance the light path for sensitive search

Laser

ALP dark 
matter

MirrorMirror

Laser

Principle of DANCE

� Optical cavity can enhance the light path
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� Linear cavity

Plane of polarization flips by reflection ⇒ cancels rotation 
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� Bow-tie ring cavity [1]

Two reflections prevent polarization flip ⇒ enhances rotational angle

Laser

Principle of DANCE

Preserves 
polarization 
plane

LaserFlip

Amplified
rotational angle

(ALP signal)

[1] I. Obata, T. Fujita, and Y. Michimura: Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 161301 (2018). 
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� !: Round-trip length
� ": Finesse (number of round trips)
� #!": Input laser power

Target sensitivity of DANCE

Parameters
of DANCE

Shot noise limit
in one-year 
observation

lengthen light path

improve shot noise  
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DANCE Act-1
� Prototype experiment for

Øidentifying technical issues ⇒ resonant frequency difference
Øproof of principle

� Feasible parameters (Round-trip length = 1 m, 

Designed finesse = 3000, Input laser power = 1 W)

� DANCE Act-1 with auxiliary cavity ⇒ my master thesis
�

~45 cm

Laser

PD
PD

DANCE Act-1 @ B207 DANCE Act-1 with aux. cavity @ B111
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Issue −Resonant frequency difference−

s-pol. and p-pol. can not resonate simultaneously

Laser
p-pol.s-pol.

� There is resonant frequency difference between 
s-pol. and p-pol. (3 MHz in DANCE Act-1)

p-pol.s-pol.

Resonant peaks

~3 MHz

Reflective phase difference 
in oblique incidence seems 
the cause.
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Laser
frequency

s-pol.

*#*# −,) *# +,)

p-pol. produced by 
ALP dark matter

Simultaneous resonance

Non-simultaneous resonance

Resonant frequency 
difference (3 MHz)

Target sensitivity of DANCE Act-1

Simultaneous resonance is 
necessary for high sensitivity 

Worse by ∼3 orders 
of magnitude

Non-simultaneous resonance

Simultaneous resonance

Degradation of sensitivity
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Auxiliary cavity for simultaneous resonance
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� Auxiliary cavity can control the phase difference between

s- and p-pol. [2, 3]

Resonant frequency difference can be cancelled out

[2] D. Martynov and H. Miao:  Phys. Rev. D 101, 095034 (2020) [3] H. Fujimoto et al.: arXiv:2110.12023

Main cavity

Auxiliary 
cavity

� Realized auxiliary cavity with PBS method for my master thesis

� Finesse : ℱ0 = 1204 ± 12, ℱ1 = 91 ± 2
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Simultaneous resonance of s- and p-pol.

time [s]

Transmitted light of main laser (s-pol.)

Transmitted light of auxiliary laser (p-pol.)

Transmitted light of 
main laser (s-pol.)

Transmitted light of 
auxiliary laser (p-pol.)
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Power spectrum of polarization rotation

�Current noise is larger than shot noise by 1~3 orders of magnitude

Polarization rotation

Shot noise for p-pol.

Shot noise for s-pol. Noise of data logger
'#$%

'#$&

time [s]
time [s]

Transmitted 
light

Inside 
main 
cavity

�Measured the rotational angle of the transmitted light 
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Estimated sensitivity

� ~5 orders of magnitude larger than CAST limit

Current sensitivity

Current shot noise limit

� Axion dark matter with (' = 10()*~10()+ eV, /', >∼ 10(- GeV()
can be detectable

!! = 10"#$~10"#% eV

10"& GeV"#
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Future plans / Research topics
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� Improvement of shot noise limit
ØReplacement of PBS for higher finesse
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ØRemoval of p-pol. from input laser
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� Improvement of shot noise limit

Current shot noise limit

Current sensitivity

Current shot noise is ~3 orders of magnitude larger than target sensitivity
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PBS
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ℱ* ℱ+ 3,-
���������
�� 3000 3000 1 W
��	�����
�� 2985 ± 6 551 ± 137 21.4 ± 0.9 mW

����������
�� 1204 ± 12 91 ± 2 21.4 ± 0.9 mW

Input power was limited 
for ease
(degrade sensitivity by 
~1 order of magnitude)

UIncorrect incident angle for PBS
UNo AR coating on PBS

� Improvement of shot noise limit

Loss at auxiliary cavity degraded reflectivity of aux. 
cavity: 4./0,% = 99.7 ± 0.1%, 4./0,2= 93.5 ± 0.2%

(degrade sensitivity by ~2 orders of magnitude)

ØInput high power (2 W)
ØReplace PBS (for 42° incidence with AR coating)
⇒ℱ3�1204 ⇒ ~3000? , ℱ2�91 ⇒ ~600?

Future improvements
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Future plans / Research topics
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� Automated cavity locking system
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Current noise sources:
� p-pol. mixed in with the s-pol. input
� Vibration noise of cavities

� Reduction of noise

Current shot noise limit

Current sensitivity
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Mixed p-pol. interferes with local oscillator at detection port

⇒Vibration of cavities couple to the mixed p-pol.

27
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図 4.14: 共振器の透過光の偏光回転を測定する暗黒物質信号検出ポートの図。 detectionport2

第ringcavity_dm
3章で導いたように、偏光回転の測定を行う検出ポートに配置された PDs、PDp(図detectionport2

4.14)に入
射するレーザー強度は

Ps(t) = Pt,s(t) (4.19)

Pp(t) = Pt,s(t)(4θ
2
HWP + 4θHWPRe [δφ(t)]) (4.20)

と表される。これらのレーザーを PDs、PDpで受光した際に出力される電圧 VPDs(t)、VPDp(t)は
PDの効率を ks/p [V/mW]とすることで

VPDs(t) = ksPs(t) = ksPt,s(t) (4.21)

VPDp(t) = kpPp(t) = kpPt,s(t)(4θ
2
HWP + 4θHWPRe [δφ(t)]) (4.22)

と表すことができる。
詳細は第result_dataanalysis

5章で述べるが、測定された VPDs/p(t)をアクシオン暗黒物質信号 Re [δφ(t)]にキャリ
ブレーションする際に検出ポートにおける PDs、PDp間の伝達関数

Hps ≡
!VPDp

!VPDs

=
kp
ks

4θ2HWP (4.23) eqn:Hps

と HWPの回転角 θHWPの値が必要となる。そこで、ここでは PDs、PDpのキャリブレーション
および測定された PDs、PDp間の伝達関数Hps、HWPの回転角 θHWP について述べる。

4.4.1 PDのキャリブレーション
はじめに、PDの効率 ks、kpおよびこれらの比 ks/kpを測定するキャリブレーションを行った。各 PDにレーザーを入射しパワーを変えながら出力電圧を測定することで、入射パワーと出力電圧

の関係を求めた。このとき、PDへの入射パワーの測定にはパワーメータを使用した。測定された

47

� Reduction of noise
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Coherence between error signal and polarization rotation
s-pol. p-pol.

Coherence

� Reduction of noise

Coherence

� Removal of mixed p-pol.
ØInstall high extinction ratio polarizer before the cavity
Ø Align polarization plane of input s-pol. to that of

cavity’s eigenmode 
ØNeed to deal with birefringence? or back scattering?

� Reduction of vibration noise
ØDevelop unified spacer including main and aux. cavity
ØSuppress vibration noise with feedback control

Future 
improvements
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Gain (p)

Open-loop transfer function

Gain (s)

Phase (p)

Phase(s)
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� Bandwidth of feedback control for p-pol. is narrow (UGF ⋍ 30 Hz)
⇒ can not suppress vibration noise of aux. cavity

� Parasitic resonance of the actuator is limiting the bandwidth

� Reduction of noise −parasitic resonance−
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� Piezo-actuated mirror can cause parasitic resonance 

� Reduction of noise −parasitic resonance−

Piezo-actuated mirror for 
p-pol. of DANCE Act-1 

(cited from Takano-san’s awesome note on parasitic resonance: 
https://granite.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/takano/documents/ParasticResonance.pdf )

Phase delay
⇒limits UGF

� 4 plans to remove parasitic resonance:

ØPlan A: Piezo-actuated mirror attached on heavy rigid mass

ØPlan B: Piezo-actuated mirror mounted in soft materials

ØPlan C: Inverse transfer function implemented by digital filter

ØPlan D: Robust control (Modern control)

https://granite.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/takano/documents/ParasticResonance.pdf
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ØPlan A: Piezo-actuated mirror attached on heavy rigid mass

� Reduction of noise −parasitic resonance−

� Larger reduced mass ("*23) of the holder
⇒ Smaller peak, dip and phase delay

Use heavy rigid mass as a holder

Larger reduced
mass

Larger reduced
mass

� We can’t align piezo-mirror on a mass
⇒ Need an additional mirror

for alignment New configuration with 
an additional mirror

Additional 
mirror(Used in Ohmae-san’s doctoral thesis)
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ØPlan B: Piezo-actuated mirror mounted in soft materials

� Reduction of noise −parasitic resonance−

� D. Goldovsky, V. Jouravsky, and A. Pe’er, Opt. Express 24, 28239-28246 (2016)

ØSoft materials (rubber or soft silicone gel pads) can isolate mechanical 
resonance

ØAble to use knobs of the mount for alignment
ØLocked a cavity with UGF ⋍ 200 kHz

� Understand this mechanism with a theoretical model

Research topics

https://opg.optica.org/oe/fulltext.cfm?uri=oe-24-25-28239
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ØPlan C: Inverse transfer function implemented by digital filter

� Reduction of noise −parasitic resonance−

� M. Okada et al., Review of Scientific Instruments 91, 055102 (2020)

ØImplement the inverse transfer function of parasitic resonance 
with IIR filter

ØFPGA is used 
(Moku:Lab or SEAGULL 
are also available for us)

� This is a feedforward method 
⇒ unable to deal with temperature dependency of parasitic resonance

https://aip.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/1.5143477
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ØPlan D: Robust control (Modern control)

� Reduction of noise −parasitic resonance−

� Parasitic resonance appear in engineering field (e.g. robotics) 
� known as “resonance of 2-inertia system (2 �+)”
� Application of robust control has been researched

� K. Salkata, K. Saiki, and H. Fujimoto, Proc. IEE of Japan
Technical Meeting Record, IIC-11- 065, 83–88, (2010)

able to deal with the change of the characteristics of the control target 
(e.g. temperature dependency) 

http://hflab.k.u-tokyo.ac.jp/papers/2011/sakataIIC11.pdf
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� Improvement of shot noise limit
ØReplacement of PBS for higher finesse
ØHigh power laser

� Reduction of noise
ØRemoval of p-pol. from input laser
ØRemoval of parasitic resonance of actuator

� Automated cavity locking system
� Investigation of the resonant frequency difference
� Simultaneous resonance with wavelength tunable 

laser
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Transmitted light

unlocked

Locked 
to resonance

36

� SNR can be improved with observation time "!"#
⇒need to lock the cavity for a long time 

�Cavity can be inevitably unlocked by sudden shock or vibration
shock or vibration
(earthquake, human walking, etc. )

� Automated cavity locking system
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Transmitted light

unlocked

Locked 
to resonance

37

� SNR can be improved with observation time "!"#
⇒need to lock the cavity for a long time 

�Cavity can be inevitably unlocked by sudden shock or vibration
shock or vibration
(earthquake, human walking, etc. )

Cavity can be relocked automatically
during long-term observation.

Locked again 
automatically

Automated 
cavity 
locking 
system

� Automated cavity locking system
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� Automated cavity locking system

� Automated cavity locking for s-polarization has already developed
(H. Fujimoto et al., arXiv:2105.08347)

� Automated cavity locking system for simultaneous resonance
of s- and p-pol. 

Research topics

https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.08347
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� Investigation of the resonant frequency difference

p-pol.s-pol.

~3 MHz

� Resonant frequency difference can drift for some reason…

~4 MHz

Observed resonant frequency differences in DANCE 
Act-1 @ B207 are listed here by Oshima-san

� Investigation of the cause of the drift:
ØProperty change of the mirror coating by high power?
ØTemperature dependency?
ØTilt of the attached mirrors?

� Development of a new actuator of resonant frequency difference

⇒Able to realize simultaneous resonance with only one cavity
and reduce noise!

Research topics

https://granite.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/elog/?p=6378
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� Simultaneous resonance with wavelength tunable laser

Reflective phase 
difference occurs in 
oblique incidence

� Reflective phase shift varies with wavelength

Phase shift of p-pol.

Reflectivity of p-pol.

Phase shift of s-pol.

Reflectivity 
of s-pol.

� Simultaneous resonance with wavelength tunable laser
ØInvestigation of the property of mirror coating and wavelength 

tunable laser
⇒Able to realize simultaneous resonance with only one cavity

and reduce noise!

Wavelength [nm]

Research topics
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Future plans / Research topics
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� Improvement of shot noise limit
ØReplacement of PBS for higher finesse
ØHigh power laser

� Reduction of noise
ØRemoval of p-pol. from input laser
ØRemoval of parasitic resonance of actuator

� Automated cavity locking system
� Investigation of the resonant frequency difference
� Simultaneous resonance with wavelength tunable 

laser

If you are interested in these topics, please let me know!

Fujimoto

B4
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Experiments for B4 students

ØRemoval of parasitic resonance of piezo-actuated mirror

ØAutomated alignment with Machine Learning (ML)

�B4 students chose two topics:

D. Sorokin et al., arXiv:2006.02252

https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.02252
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Automated alignment with Machine Learning

�Application of ML to alignment of interferometer:
Ø Alignment of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer 

(D. Sorokin et al., arXiv:2006.02252)
ØAlignment of a ring cavity

(Tahara-san’s master thesis @ Mio Lab.)

ØCombination of ML and Wave Front Sensor
(Tachihara-san’s master thesis @ Somiya Lab.)

Øetc.

(Cited from Tahara-san’s master thesis)

Ando Lab. Seminar
given by me

https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.02252
https://granite.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/fujimoto/seminar/seminar20201002.pdf
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Automated alignment with Machine Learning

� These auto alignments for interferometer might be difficult
for beginners…

ØNeed to capture image data from CCD camera or profiler to PC
ØConvolutional Neural Network (CNN) is required
ØReinforcement learning is needed in some cases

� aa

(Cited from Tahara-san’s master thesis)
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Automated alignment into optical fiber

�Automated alignment into fiber seems better for beginners
uR. S. Mathew et al., Review of Scientific Instruments 92, 

015117 (2021)

ØUse only laser power (1D data)
ØNo need for CNN
ØM-LOOP (ML Package for controlling

real devices) is effective

Ø(This might be too easy…)

https://aip.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/5.0032588
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Automated alignment into optical fiber

�Automated alignment into fiber seems better for beginners
uR. S. Mathew et al., Review of Scientific Instruments 92, 

015117 (2021)

ØUse only laser power (1D data)
ØNo need for CNN
ØM-LOOP (ML Package for controlling

real devices) is effective

Ø(This might be too easy…)

Automated mode-matching machine
ØStudy above did not consider 

mode-matching

ØIf completed, we’ll be free from the very stressful work!! 

https://aip.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/5.0032588
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Automated mode-matching machine

� Idea: Use focus tunable lenses
ØTune two focus tunable lenses
Ø

ØOptimize the beam waist and the
waist position

(https://www.optotune.com/focus-tunable-lenses)

Able to change the focal 
length by electric signal

Focal length:
−77 mm ∼ 77 mm, 
−667 mm ∼ 286 mm, etc.

https://www.optotune.com/focus-tunable-lenses
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uFuture plans for DANCE Act-1
� Improvement of shot noise limit

ØReplacement of PBS for higher finesse
ØHigh power laser

� Reduction of noise
ØRemoval of p-pol. from input laser
ØRemoval of parasitic resonance of actuator

� Automated cavity locking system
� Investigation of the resonant frequency difference
� Simultaneous resonance with wavelength tunable 

laser
uAutomated alignment and mode-matching with 

Machine Learning

Summary


